Summer Psychology Forum 2022:
Addressing U.S. Health Disparities with Social and Personality Psychology

WEDNESDAY JULY 6:

4:00 pm:  **WELCOME**, followed by keynote from **Neil Lewis, Jr (Cornell University)**
“Realizing the Promise of Social and Personality Psychology for Health Disparities”

5:15pm:  **DATA BLITZ 1**

1. **Alejandro Garcia, Data Blitz Award Winner** (California State University, San Bernadino) “The Sustainability of Social Movements: Evaluating Risk and Benefits”

2. **Eleanor Junkins** (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) “Exclusion of LGBTQ+ and Nonbinary Folks in Romantic Relationships Research”

3. **Akanksha Das** (Miami University). “Multiple forms of oppression on college student alcohol-related outcomes”

4. **Odalis Garcia** (North Dakota State University) “Loneliness is a stronger predictor of poor sleep than discrimination: An application of social psychology to behavioral sleep medicine”


6. **Angela M. Smith** (University of Toronto) “A tale of two pandemics? The impact of socioeconomic status and hardships on mental health over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States”

7. **Jennifer Howell** (University of California, Merced) “Social Forces in Context: Minority Serving Institutions as A Unique Environment for Understanding Group-Level Differences in Health”
6:00 pm:  WELCOME RECEPTION AND POSTER SESSION

Posters:

Hannah Asis (Yale University). “How Does Race Moderate the Relationship Between Big 5 Traits and PROMIS Depression and Anxiety Scores in College Students?”

Aisha Bano (Fast-Nuces CFD Campus, Pakistan). “Relationship between psychopathy and Machiavellianism: moderating role of gender”

Cheyenne Bates (Northwestern University) “Investigating Racial/Ethnic Differences in Leadership Aspirations Among Resilient College Students”

Maggin Britton (University of Houston). “How do provider perspectives about concurrent tobacco and other substance use care impact delivery of tobacco treatment within agencies providing substance use care?”

Garrett Byron (North Dakota State University) “Heart Rate Variability During Pregnancy Moderates the Impact of Depressive Symptoms on Fetal Growth”

Sarah de Vegvar (Foothill College). “Tiktok Health Misinformation, Commiseration, and Dissemination: A Scoping Review”

Raul España (Northwestern University). “Personality, Personal Values, and Psychopathology in Children”

Citlalli Hernandez (Arizona State University). “Sympathy and Empathy in Interracial/Interethnic Friendships and Racial Discrimination”

Claire Kamp Dush (University of Minnesota). “Using the National Couples’ Health and Time Study for Addressing U.S. Health Disparities From a Psychological Perspective”

Kengthsagn Louis (Stanford University). “Negative Consequences of Self-Presentation on Disclosure of Health Information: A Catch-22 for Black Patients?”

Soo Yeon Park (Korea University). “Mental Representations of Perpetrators and Victims: In Context of Intimate Partner Violence”

Melanie Reyes (Saint Louis University). “After "I Do," Does Marriage Predict Better Health?”

Simrat Samra (University of Denver). “Judgements of Biracial Individuals Vulnerability to Race Prototypic Diseases”

Joseluz Sosa (California State University, Northridge). “Language Differences and Social Presence: Spanish-speakers, telephone use, and the unhoused”

Felica Tuchman (Northwestern University) “The Role of Socioeconomic Status in the Relationship Between Parenting and Child Externalizing Behavior”

Jiayi Wang (University of California, Santa Barbara). “Social Support from Pets: The Role of Relational Concern in how Human-Animal Interaction Impacts Emotions”

Samantha Weston (North Dakota State University). “Sleep narratives reveal current theories concerning SES disparities and sleep health may have limited utility”

**THURSDAY JULY 7:**

9:00 am: **SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND HEALTH DISPARITIES**

Joel Le Forestier, Citation Award Winner (University of Toronto). “Why does Concealment Undermine Health and Wellbeing? A Network Analysis of Potential Mechanisms”

9:05 am: **Belinda Campos (University of California at Irvine)**

“The Cultural Shaping of Relationships and Health Has Implications for Health Disparities”

9:35 am: **Jenny Cundiff (University of Alabama)**

“Socioeconomic Status and Health Disparities”

10:00 am: **Emily Hooker (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)**

“Socioeconomic Status and Social Support”

*Coffee break and informal time for questions with Thursday morning speakers.*
11:00 am: **FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES IN HEALTH DISPARITIES**

**Arielle Gilman** (Program Officer, National Institute of Minority Health and Health Disparities)

**Steve Breckler and Ximena Arriaga** (Program Directors, National Science Foundation)

12:00 pm: **LUNCH**

1:30 pm: **FROM INDIVIDUALS TO SOCIETY: DISCRIMINATION AND CULTURE**

**Sierra Semko, Citation Award Winner** (University of California, Berkeley). “Status-based bias in healthcare: A key barrier to the provider-patient relationship”

1:35 pm: **Drexler James** (Denison University) “Internalized Racism and Health”

2:00 pm: **Tyler Jimenez** (University of Washington) “Health Disparities for Native Americans”

2:25 pm: **Lou Penner** (Karmanos Cancer Center, Wayne State University) “I’m Not in Kansas Anymore: Moving from Basic to Applied Research on Racial Bias and Health Care Disparities”

*Coffee break and informal time for questions with Thursday afternoon speakers*

3:30 pm: **DATA BLITZ 2**

1. **Melisa Williams Ibora, Data Blitz Award Winner** (Texas Tech University). “State-Wide Structural Stigma's Impact on Adolescent Drug Use Among Racially and Sexually Marginalized Youth”

2. **Fabiola Vazquez** (California State Polytechnic University, Pomona). “Cultural Orientations of Horizontal/Vertical Individualism/Collectivism and Attitudes about Seeking Psychotherapy”

3. **Tatiana Basanez** (California State Polytechnic University, Pomona). “Exploring the Factor Structure of Cultures of Joy/Easygoingness and their link to Mental Health”
4. **Laurel Gibson** (University of Colorado, Boulder). “Effects of perceived discrimination on sexual minority men’s psychological distress: Exploring sources of resilience and risk”

5. **Hannah Elizabeth** (Yale University). “Relationship Status, Sexual Identity, and Individual Well-being”

6. **Minh Duc Pham** (University of Connecticut). “Implications of Beliefs about Learned versus Natural Prejudice for Discrimination-Coping Styles and Mental Health Among Black Americans”

7. **Zachary G. Baker** (University of Minnesota). “Simultaneously developing interventions for low-/middle-income and high-income settings: considerations and opportunities”

4:15pm: **BREAKOUT TABLES FOR NETWORKING**

**FRIDAY, JULY 8:**

9:00 am: **APPROACHES & METHODS IN HEALTH DISPARITIES RESEARCH**

**Danielle Boles, Citation Award Winner** (Stanford University). “The Health-White Association: Repercussions on and reclamation of racial-ethnic minority health”

9:05am: **Danielle Beatty Moody** *(University of Maryland at Baltimore County)*

“Social Psychology: A Powerful Tool for Studying Heart, Brain, and Discrimination”

9:30am: **Sean Phelan** *(Mayo Clinic)*

“Working in Healthcare Settings”

9:55am: **Bill Chopik** *(Michigan State University)*

“Harnessing Large Secondary Data Sources to Answer Questions about Health Disparities”

*Coffee break and informal time for questions with Friday morning speakers*

11:00 am: **“INSIDE THE DISPARITIES RESEARCHER’S STUDIO”**

Conversation with **Wendy Berry Mendes** *(University of California, San Francisco)* moderated by **Modupe Akinola** *(Columbia Business School)*

12:00 pm: **Closing Remarks**